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US Athlete Strives for Title “Fastest Flying Human”
A local former Air Force combat controller turned Wingsuit BASE Jumper is the
first athlete in North America to receive the highly acclaimed V3 Wingsuit from
Phoenix Fly.
When he’s not working as a life-coach for Salt Lake City teens or raising money for the
American Lung Association, BASE Jumper Neil Amonson can be found jumping off of
the many legal cliffs in the surrounding mountains, despite his claim to be afraid of
heights.
“Early in my base jumping career I learned the benefits of pushing past my fear of
heights.” Neil says. “But the views and intense acceleration felt during every jump made
it well worth to step out of my comfort zone. And flying a wingsuit? Now there is
something that blows my mind every time I do it!”
With his new V3 wingsuit, covered in sponsor logos from companies who support his
endeavors, Neil plans to represent the US at this year’s World Base Race in Norway, an
annual event to crown the “World’s Fastest Flying Human”.
The V3 wingsuit is new technology which has been under development for several years.
With a stiffer leading edge than most suits, it causes the wearer’s arms to mimic the wing
of an airplane, thus allowing greater speeds to be achieved.
Combined with the most surface area of any wingsuit in existence, these technological
advances make the V3 the most challenging and demanding suit to fly, but enable a
highly skilled flyer to reach speeds never before possible.
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Neil is a highly skilled flyer, with over 100 wingsuit flights and over 1,000 BASE and
skydiving jumps, but he’s more than just your typical extreme athlete – he also completed
his degree in Professional Aeronautics last month, making him physically and mentally
ready to wear the wings of best “birdmen” on the planet.
“The Vampire 2 has been the fastest suit on the market for a few years now, but has
recently been replaced by the Vampire 3.” Neil explains. “All the top finishers at the
World Base Race last year were using this style of wingsuit, including the late Shane
McConkey, who placed second, earning him the title of “Fastest Flying American”.”
As he chases after the title of “Fastest Flying Human”, the new wingsuit promises to
bring exposure to Neil’s sponsors, a handful of up-and-coming companies who make
products for extreme sports, including GoPro Cameras, Gath Helmets, Numa Sport
Optics, and Face Level Industries.
“Neil has been a key member of our team and I’m thrilled to have him representing our
company.” Says Josh Galt, CEO of Face Level. “He is a hard worker and a really
intelligent athlete, and as wingsuit flying grows it won’t be long before he’s well known.
Being the first in North America to have the best wingsuit in the world will certainly
help!”
The World Base Race will take place August 13th – 15th in Norway, and Neil will be
jumping all this year, including skydiving in to a kids camp for youth with asthma this
summer.
You can follow Neil’s aerial exploits and learn more about the world’s most advanced
wingsuit at FaceLevel.com/NeilAmonson
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